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As the development of automated reasoning has brought to relative maturity
multiple reasoning paradigms and tools, a general challenge is that of interfac-
ing, combining, and integrating them, in reasoning environments that are more
powerful and easier to use. Reasoning in a union T of theories T1, . . . , Tn is a
context where this challenge arises naturally, and many applications of auto-
mated reasoning require to handle a union of at least a few theories. This talk
advertises a recent paradigm named CDSAT (Conflict-Driven SATisfiability) for
conflict-driven reasoning in a union of theories [4].
Reasoning in a union of theories can be approached in more than one way. The
equality sharing scheme by Nelson and Oppen, and its integration in the well-
known DPLL(T ) framework, combine decision procedures for Ti-satisfiability
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) into a decision procedure for T -satisfiability. Decision procedures are
combined as black-boxes that only exchange entailed (disjunctions of) equalities
between shared variables. Superposition reasons in a union of theories by taking
the union of their axiomatizations: under suitable conditions the termination
of superposition is modular, so that termination on Ti-satisfiability problems
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) implies termination on T -satisfiability problems [1]. Model-based
theory combination by de Moura and Bjørner is a variant of equality sharing,
where the Ti-satisfiability procedures build candidate Ti-models, and propagate
equalities true in the current candidate Ti-model rather than entailed. DPLL(Γ+
T ) integrates superposition and DPLL(T ) with model-based theory combination
to handle unions mixing axiomatized and built-in theories [5].
DPLL(T ) and DPLL(Γ +T ) are built around the CDCL (Conflict-Driven
Clause Learning) procedure for propositional satisfiability (SAT) pioneered by
Marques Silva and Sakallah. CDCL builds a candidate partial model of a propo-
sitional abstraction of the formula, and applies propositional resolution only to
explain conflicts between the model and the formula, so that the conflict ex-
planation tells how to update the model and solve the conflict. CDCL inspired
several Ti-satisfiability procedures for fragments of arithmetic (e.g, using Fourier-
Motzkin resolution only to explain conflicts in linear real arithmetic), and was
generalized to first-order logic (without equality) in a theorem-proving method
named SGGS (Semantically-Guided Goal-Sensitive reasoning) [6]. Methods that
perform nontrivial inferences only to explain conflicts are called conflict-driven.
In DPLL(T ) and DPLL(Γ+T ) the conflict-driven reasoning is only proposi-
tional as in CDCL: conflict-driven Ti-satisfiability procedures could be integrated
only as black-boxes, so that they could not participate in the model construction
on a par with CDCL. The MCSAT (Model-Constructing SATisfiability) frame-
work by de Moura and Jovanović shows how to integrate CDCL and a conflict-
driven Ti-satisfiability procedure, called theory plugin, so that both propositional
and Ti-reasoning are conflict-driven. A key idea is to abandon black-box combi-
nation: open the black-box, pull out from the Ti-satisfiability procedure clausal
inference rules that can explain Ti-conflicts, and enable CDCL and the Ti-plugin
to cooperate in model construction.
CDSAT generalizes MCSAT to the multi-theory case, solving the problem of
how to combine multiple Ti-satisfiability procedures, some of which are conflict-
driven and some of which are black-boxes. The theories are assumed to be
equipped with theory inference systems called theory modules, with propositional
logic viewed as one of the theories in the union. CDSAT provides a framework
for the theory modules to cooperate as peers in building a candidate T -model
and explaining T -conflicts. Thus, reasoning in a union of theories is achieved by
putting together inference systems, rather than procedures or axiomatizations:
of course, theory modules are abstractions of decision procedures, and infer-
ence rules may correspond to axioms. A black-box Ti-satisfiability procedure is
treated as a theory module with only one inference rule that invokes the proce-
dure to check Ti-satisfiability. CDSAT encompasses the previous approaches: it
reduces to CDCL if propositional logic is the only theory, to equality sharing if
propositional logic is absent and all Ti-satisfiability procedures are black-boxes,
to DPLL(T ) if propositional logic is one of the theories and all other theories
have black-box Ti-satisfiability procedures, and to MCSAT if there are proposi-
tional logic and another theory with a conflict-driven Ti-satisfiability procedure.
Under suitable hypotheses, CDSAT is sound, terminating, and complete.
CDSAT opens several exciting directions for future work, including an inte-
gration, or at least an interface, between CDSAT and SGGS, or SGGS enriched
with conflict-driven superposition to handle equality. Descriptions of all these
approaches appear in recent surveys [2, 3] where the references can be found.
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